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Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von N. Hitchin (Cambridge) und K. Hulek

(Hannover) statt, die Vorbereitung und Organisation wurde zusätzlich von

R. Lazarsfeld (Los Angeles) mitgetragen. Die Teilnehmer kamen aus ins

gesamt zwölf Ländern. In den Vorträgen, bei denen insbesondere auch

jüngere Mathematikerinnen und Mathematiker die Möglichkeit erhielten,

über ihre Forschungsergebnisse zu berichten, und den anschließenden leb

haften Diskussionen stellten sich folgende Themenschwerpunkte heraus:

Hitchin Hamiltonsche Systeme, Modulräume .von VektorbÜDdeln, Hilbert

Schemata, Hitchin-Kobayashi Korrespondenz, Verlinde Räume,_ symplek

tische Strukturen, Instantonen.

Vortragsauszüge

s. Ramanan

Vector bundles and the Schottky configuration

·e Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus 9 ~ 3, and SUc(2) the moduli

space of vector bundles of rank 2 with trivial determinant. Then, for every

nontrivial element 1] of order 2, SUc(2) contains 2 copies of the ·Kummer

variety one can construct using the two-sheeted covering of C defined by 11.

It also contains the Kummer variety of the Jacobian of C. One can make

an easy study of these images and write down where they intersect. On

the other hand, SUc(2) is imbedded in the 28-linear system, at least for

generic curves C. Now the above configuration of Kummer varieties, which

we call Schottky configuration, is expected to give a sufficient condition for

an abelian variety to be a Jacobian. I proved two theorems concerning these,
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one which relates the Verlinde space of level 4 with 38's on the Pryms, and
another, which says SUc(2) is defined by quartics for generic C.

w. M. Oxbury

Verlinde spaces and theta functions

Let e ~ M be the theta line bundle associated to the standard orthogonal
representation of the group Spin(m, C), over the moduli space M of semi-~
stable Spin(m, C)-bundles on a smooth curve. We observe that by the Ver- ..
linde formula hO{M, 8) is equal to the number of theta functions of level m
on all the Pryms of the curve (tbe precise identity depends on wbether m is
odd or even) , and accordingly construct duality pairings between HO{M, 8)
and the )corresponding direct sums. These pairings are conjectured to be
nondegenerate; and examples in low rank are given where this is knowl1:.

Bert van Geemen

Hitchin's Hamiltonian system

Let M be the moduli space of semistable rank two bundles with triv
ial determinant on a curve C of genus g. Let E E M be stable, then
TEM = Homo{E, E ® K) (traceless homomorphisms, K is the canonical
bundle). The Hitchin map is:

H : T* M -+ HO{2K), <Jl ~ det <P,

and Hitchin proved that it is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system.
Associated to E is a divisor D E E 1281 with 8 ~ Picl1 -

1(C) the theta _
divisor. We construct rational maps 4>E,,,pE such that the following diagram
commutes:

4>E PTEM fI
DE ( ",. PHO(2K)

.pE PHO(K) ~

We prove that 'l/JE is the Gauss map. Applying our results to the case 9 = 2,
we can determine fI explicitly.
(joint work with Emma Previato)
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Fabrizio Catanese

New results on Dodal surfaces and surfaees with r.d.p.'s

X:J C pn+l is said to be nodal if its only singularities are formally ~

{Lx; = O}. Astillnotunderstoodfunetionisp,(n,d) = max (#(SingX)),
X:;nodal

though lower and upper bounds have been given by many authors in the
non trivial ease n ~ 2. After recalling several general results, I coneentrated
on the case n = 2 wbere p,(2, d) =: J.L(d) is known for d ~ 6 and for d ::; 5
the surfaces yielding tbe maximum are characterized (d = 3 Cayley-Clebsch
diagonal surface, d = 4 Kummer surfaee, d = 5 Togliatti-Beauville surface).
Reeently Barth produeed a 6-ic with 65 nodes, and Jaffe-Ruberm~nsh~wed,

by using coding theory, that /L(6) < 66. We presented also a simplification
of their proof. Coding theory enters tbe pieture in the following way. Let
S -+ X be a resolution of singularities, Al, ... ,A~ the exceptional (-2)
curves. Then tbe Cl (Ai){mod 2) span an isotropie subspace of H 2{S, Z/2),
therefore, if JL ~ b2 ~S), there is a kernel K (which I deseribed explicitly for
the max. surfaces)

K is a binary code, and vectors k E K correspond to even sets ß. of norles,
i.e., such that there is a 2:1 cover Y ~ X branched exactly on ß.. One
must generalize:

Def.: ~ is 1/2(8)-even (6 = 0,1) if L Ai + H == 0 (2), H being the class
01 a plane section.

In this situation one a~taches to ß. a sheaf F = P. (Oy )/0x, with. aperfeet
pairing :F x F -+ Ox(-8) (one ean define more generally such F's as
quadratic sheaves).

Main Theorem (Casnati, Catanese) Quadratic sheaves are exactly the
cokernel 0/ asymmetrie map of vector bundles on pn+l

o~ EV(-A) ~ E ~:F ~ 0 (i.e., a =t a).

In p3 thus X = {deta: = O},ß = {xlcoranka: = 2}.

The theorem (proved by the author in partieular cases, and eonjectured by
Barth, Catanese) allows a classification of even sets for small d.
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Motohico Mulase

Coverings of Riemann surfaces, vector bundles on them, and integrable
systems

Let Un,d be the moduli stack of arbitrary vector bundles of rank rand degree
d on an algebraic curve C of genus 9 ~ 0 (with a point p E C aod a formal
coordinate on Gp fixed). Let Grn be the Sato Grassmannian parametrizing
vector subspaces ofC{{z))EBn that are commensurable with C[z-l]EBn. Then
there is a natural embedding Un,d '---+ Grn / Gin (C[zn. Now let k be the e
diagonal subalgebra of gln{C{{z))),and let k_ = kngln{C[z]z). Then

Theorem1. There is a rational injective morphism i

T*Un,d

!
Un,d

i
--+ Grn / exp{k_)

'" !
'-+ Grn / Gln{C[z])

2. The Hitchin Hamiltonian system on T*Un,d are equivalent with 'the
n-component KP flows (i. e., the k-action on Grn / exp{k_)) via the
morphism i.

Emma Previato

Poncelet's theorem in space

Poncelet proved that a plane polygon P inscribed in a conic C and cir
cumscribed to a conic D can be continuously "rotated" , as it were. One
of the many proofs· consists in identifying the passage from each side of P
to the next with addition of a torsion point on an elliptic curve. In the e
n-space version, involving torsion points of hyperelliptic Jacobians, there
is a 9 = (n - 1) dimensional manifold of allowable rotations, where 9 is
the genus of the hyperelliptie eurve; the polygon is now inscribed in one
and circumscribed to (n - 1) quadrics. The polygon ean be viewed as
a periodic orbit of an integrable system (the billiard or geodesic flow on
an ellipsoid). H. Knörrer's work (linking Jacobi's coordinates with the
Desale-Ramanan/Newstead/Reid projective model for hyperelliptie Jaco-

.bians) gives Poncelet's configurations in (2g + 1) space, same of which were
classically known.
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Eyal Markman

Cubics and the Lagrangian relative Picard

We construct a symplectic structure on tbe relative Picard over the Hilbert
scheme of Lagrangian -subvarieties of an algebraically symplectic variety.
Equipped with the support map, it is a completely integrable system. This
specializes to

e 1. Moduli spaces of Riggs pairs.

2. Mukai's symplectic structure on tbe relative Picard over a linear sys
tem of curves on a K3 surface.

The symplectic structure is extended to tbe smooth stable locus of the com
pactification of the Lagrangian relative Picard by Simpsons's ~oduli space
of semi-stable sheaves. We discuss an example of Lagrangian subvarieties
of the Fano variety of lines on a cubic 4-fold. The stable locus is compact.
If smooth, it would be an irreducible symplectic projective variety with
h11 ~ 22.

Hiraku Nakajima

Instantons and affine Lie algebras

I talked about mysterious links between affine Lie algebras and~·4D gauge
theory.
Let X be a projective surface/C, and x[n] tbe Hilbert scheme of n points in
X. Let UB introduce two correspondences Ei(n) and Fi(n) in x[n-i] x x[n]
and x[n+i] X x[n] respectively given by·

Ei(n) = {{Zl,Z2) E x[n-i] x x[n]IJz t ::> JZ2 , SUPPJz./JZ2 =
{p} for some p E X}

Fi{n) = {{Zl,.Z2) E x[n+i] xx[n]IJzt C JZ2 , SUPPJZ2/:JZt = {po}}

where Po E X is a fixed point. The operators Ei (.), Fi (.) acting on
ffin H. (x[n]) satisfy the defining relation of the Heisenberg algebra.
Similarly, when X is an ALE space, that is the minimal resolution of simple
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singularities, we use the Hecke correspondences instead of the above corre
spondences, then get a representation of the affine Lie algebra. Here the
Hecke correspondence is the moduli space of parabolic bundles where the
parabolic structure is given on an irreducible component of the exceptional
set.

v. Balaji

Cycles on moduli spaces of vector bundles

Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus 9 ~ 2 over the complex num
bers C and let Me(2, L) be the moduli space of vector bundles of rank 2,
det E ~ L, deg L odd. One knows that Mc(2, L) is a smooth projective
variety of dirn 3g - 3. The aim of the talk was to give an idea of proof of
the following theorem which studies the cycles (algebraic) on Me from the

. standpoint of the .Hodge c~nje~ture and_t~e standar~ conj~ctures.

Theorem

1. (V. Balaji, A. King, P. Newstead) The algebraic cohomology ring
HA(Me) can be described as v(Q[a:,ß] ®HA(Jc )) ~ HA(Mc) where
v is the well-understood ring horn. v : Q[a, ß] <8> H* (Je). ~ H* (Me).
Further, the algebraic Poincare polynomial 01 Me is

2. (V. Balaji) Let GriffP(X) =~~;m(<:j be the Griffiths group 01
alg a

codim p cycles. Then one has: •

Griffk(M ) = { 0
C non-zero
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Hans U. Boden

Rationality of moduli spaces of vector bundles over aRiemann sudace

Let X be aRiemann surface of genus 9 ~ 1, LaHne bundle of degree d

over X, Mr,L thc moduli space of semistable bundles E of rank r with

determinant L.

Conjecture Mr,L is rational, i.e. it is bimtional to a projective space.

Despite some positive results (mainly due to Newstead), this is still an open

problem, even for (r, d) = 1.

In this talk we discuss Newstead's method of solving this conjecture, and

why it doesn't work in general. We use it to illustrate a way to study

a closely related problem, namely the birational classification --üf moduli

spaces of parabolic bundles over X. The result is that these moduli spaces

are rational whenever one of the multiplicities associated to the quasi

parabolic structure is equal to one. This implies that Mr,L is stably m

tional, which in turn can be used to prove tbe conjecture for (r, d) = 1 and

either (d,g) = 1 or (r - d,g) = 1.

Atsushi Moriwaki

Non-Archimedean Arakelov theory on algebraic surfaces

In this lecture, I introduced "Non-Archimedean Arakelov theory on alge

braic surfaces", which is an analogue of Arakelov theory on arithmetic

surfaces. This theory is obtained by considering Green functions on dual

graphs of singular fibres of a semistable curve over a smooth projective

curve. As application of this theory, I discussed the following Bogomolov

conjecture.

Let K be a function field of one variable; C a smooth projective curve over

K of genus 9 ~ 2 and J(C) the Jacobian of C. Let j : C(K) --. J(C}(f<)

be an embedding given by j(x) = (2g - 2)x - wc. Then the conjecture

claims that if C is non-isotrivial, j(C(K)) is discrete in terms ofthe Neron

Tate norm" . HNT on J(C)(k). I explained that this conjecture holds if i)

C has a global stahle model with only irreducible fihres or ii) 9 = 2 and

char(K) =I 2,3,5.
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Francesco Bottacin

Poisson structures on moduli spaces oi sheaves over certain surfaces

This work was inspired by a paper by Mukai (Invent. Math. 77, 1984,
101-116), where he proved that the moduli space of simple sheaves over an
abelian or K3 surface has a canonical symplectic structure. We consider
a more general case, namely the case of a surface S endowed with a Pois
son structure, i.e. with a Lie algebra structure {.,.} defined on the sheaf
of regular functions on S, that is a derivation in each entry. After giving
a characterization of these surfaces, which we shall call Poisson surfaces,
we prove that the choice of a Poisson structure on S determines a Pois
son structure on the moduli space M of stable vector bundles on S. In
the symplectic case, our approach gives a direct proof of the closure of the
2-form w introduced by Mukai. In the end we show how the dimension of
the symplectic leaf through a point E E M is related to the dimension of
the space of global sections of the sheaf End(E1D),where D is a divisor on 
S determined by the Poisson structure of S.

Steven Bradlow

A Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence for holomorphic extensions

In this talk I introduced equations for special metries and a nation of sta
bility for holomorphic extensions. The equations can be viewed as a defor
mation of the Hermitian-Einstein equations, and the notion of stability is
analogous to slope-stability. A Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence between
the two was discussed. I also discussed the relation between holomorphic _
extensions and various other types of augmented bundles. In particular, .
the relation with so-called holomorphic tripies (consisting of two bundles
and a map between them) was pointed out.
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Rogier Brussee

The canonical class and tbe Seiberg-Witten classes of Kähler surfaces

Let X be a Kähler surface, of Kodaira dimension kod(X) ~ 0, X ~ X min

the contraction to the minimal model, and EI, ... )En the (-1)-curves.

Define K min := u* Cl (Xmin ) E H 2 (X, Z). A (-1 )-sphere is an oriented

smoothly embedded 2-sphere e with e2 = -1.

Theorem{Witten and Friends (pg > 0), F'riedman Morgan Brussee (Pg =

0»
1. K min is determined by the underlying smooth oriented manifold

2. fOT every (-l)-sphere e, there is a (-l)-curve E such that [eF= ±[E] E

H 2(X,Z)

This theorem implies the oriented differentiable invariance of the Kodaira

dimension kod (Van de Yen conjecture proved by Friedman Morgan, Fried

man Qin, and Pidstrigatch Tyurin) and the plurigenera Pn (generalized

Van de Yen conjecture).

Ziv Ran

Vector bundles and Fano manifolds

We discuss generic semipositivity properties for sheaves of differential op

erators on a manifold, and use these to show that for any Fano manifold

x n of Picard number 1, we have

(-Kx)ß ~ (n + l)n,

abound which is obviously sharp.

Andreas Steffens

Remarks on Seshadri constants

Let X be a smooth proj. variety and let L be an ample line bundle on X.

Fix a point x E X ° Demailly introduced a very interesting measure of the 10

ca} positivity at a point x of L, namely the real number e(L, x) = inf LopC)
C3xm~ ,
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which is called the Seshadri constant of L at x. Here the infimum is taken
over all irreducible curves C passing through x and mx(C) is the multiplic
ity of C at x.
There has been recent interest in trying to give lower bounds for this
invariant at a very general point x EX. Ein and Lazarsfeld show for
n = 2 => e(L, x) ~ 1 far a very general point x E X. In higher dimension
n ~ 3 Ein, Küchle and Lazarsfeld proved that e(L, x) ~ ~ for a very general
point x E X.
In this talk we consider the question, are there conditions which guarantee e
the maxima of the Seshadri constant of L at x, Le. e(L, x) = W? We
give a partial answer far surfaces and find examples where the answer to
aur question is negative. If (X, 8) is a general principal polarized abelian
surface, then e(8, x) = ~ < .J2 = M für all x E ~.

Rosa M.. Mir6-Roig

On the smoothness of the moduli space of mathematical instanton bundles

Let Mlp 2n+l (k) be the moduli space of mathematical instanton bundles on
p2n+l with second ehern class k. Related to the smoothness of Mlp 2n+l (k)
we have two important conjectures:

Conjecture 1 The moduli spaces Mlp 3(k) are smooth 0/ dimension 8k-3.

It is weH known that the moduli spaces Mlp 3(k) are irreducible and smooth
of dimension 8k - 3 for any integer k ~ 4; and as far as I know conjecture 1
remains open for k > 4. Für n ~ 2 the situation is quite different and we
have:

Conjecture 2 For all integers n 2:: 2 and k 2: 3, the moduli spaces _
Mlp 2n+l(k) are singular. _

The first contribution to conjecture 2 is due to Ancona and Ottaviani. In
1994 they proved that MIp s(3) and MIp s(4) are singular. The goal of my
lecture is to show that conjecture 2 is indeed true.
(References: R. M. Mir6-Roig and J. Orus-Lacort: On the smoüthness of
the moduli space of mathematical instanton bundles. Preprint 1995)
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Daniel Huybrechts

Vector bundles on K3 surfaces and birational symplectic manifolds

Let X be a K3 surface. The Hilbert scheme~ of points on X provide higher
dimensional examples of irreducible symplectic manifolds (Beauville). Mod
uli spaces of rank two sheaves on X also admit a symplectic structure
(Mukai). As it turns out, most of them are indeed irreducible symplectic.
This is a by-product of the proof of a theorem Uoint work with L. Göttsche)
saying that Hilbert scheme and moduli space have the same Hodgenum
bers; some evidence is given, that they are in fact deformation equivalent:
Let P E X be a Pn-bundle of codimension n in a symplectic manifold. Tbe
elementary transformation of X along P gives a new symplectic<manifold
X'. Answering a question of Mukai we show that ODe can construct two
smooth proper families over the disc which are isomorphie over tbe punc
tured disc and have special fibres X andX', resp. More results concerning
projective manifolds are discussed.

Olivier Biquard

Logarithmic Higgs bundles and integrable connections

We extend the correspondence between Riggs bundles and integrable con
nections (Sirnpson, Corlette) to tbe case of X - D, where X is a..·compact
Kähler manifold' and D c X a smooth divisor (tbe case dirn X = 1 has
already been considered by Simpson).
We use a Poincare type .metric on X - D (complete with finite volume).
The holornorphic bundle has a parabolic structure over D and the Higgs
field may have logarithmie singularities (and similarly on tbe side of inte
grable connections). We get a complete correspondence between the two
objects, with precise asymptotics of the Hermite-Einstein or harmonie met
rie around D; and the correspondence has a nice speeialization over D.
We relate also natural hypercohomologies on both sides via L 2-cohomology.
The analysis is sufficiently preeise to get a connection construction of moduli
spaces. As an example of consequences the moduli space of representations
in Gln C of the fundamental group of a punctured Riemann surface has a
holomorphic Poisson structure; ODe gets the symplectic leaves by fixing the
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conjugacy class of the monodromies around the punctures and each such
leaf has a hyperkähler structure.

Ines Quandt

Vector bundles on higher dimensional varieties and formal power series

Let X c:: pm be an algebraic variety of dimension n, where either n ~ 3 or _
X = p2, let Y ~ X be a reduced, irr. hyperplane section and p E Y be a
smooth k-rat. point.
Given a torsionfree sheaf 9 of rank r on Y which is free at p and "a
trivialization of gp one can associate to these objects a subspace V ~
k[XI, ... ,Xn_l]xEBr

n-l

Starting from this one can establish a one-to-one correspondenee between
extensions- of g to torsionfree sheaves on X heing- free at p and extensions of
the loeal trivialization at the one side and subspaces w ~ k[XI, . .. ,xnt~·:
s.t.

1. dimk w n k[XI, ... ,Xn]~: < 00

2. w has the structure of a module over a given ring A ~ k[Xl, . .. ,xnBxn

coming from the varieties X and Y.

3. V = pr((w) Xn-l n k[Xl, ... ,Xn]~:_l)
X n

at the other one.
This correspondence is used for the study of moduli of framed sheaves.

H. Kurke

Marked vector bundles on rational surfaces and framed Ioeal jumps

We consider surfaces X with abirational morphism X ~ p2 and a dis
tinguished point Po or (blown up) rational ruled surfaces X ~ pI with a
section, E c X.
We study rank 2 vector bundles V on X together with a marking V(Po) ~
k2 or VIE ~ O~ which are trivial on u-1 (l), l a generic line through u(Po),
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r-

or on generic fibres of X -+ pI .
The first case is reduced to the second case by blowing up in Po- Then
det(R*1f.V( -E)-l has a distinguished section which defines tbe divisor
ß of jumping fibres and 'deg(ß) = n = C2(V). This gives a fibration of
the moduli space of these bundles over Divn (Pl) = P'\ and we give a de
scription of tbe fibres, which are called (after J. Hurtubise) "framed loeal
jumps".

e Günther Trautmann

Recent results on instantons

Let MIs(r, n) denote the moduli space of semi-stable bundles E.op projec
tive space Ps of rank T, ehern polynomial c(E) = (1- h2 )-n and-of trivial
splitting type. By results of Ancona/Ottaviani and Mir6-Roig the spaces
MIs(s - 1,n) are neither irreducible nor smooth for odd s ~ 5 and n ~ 4.
As a contribution to the problem, whether MI(n) = MI3 (2, n) is irreducible
and smooth, a proof of the irreducibility of MI(5) is sketched, based on
common work with A. Tikhomirov.

Berichterstatter: M. Lönne
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